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This invention relates to certain novel im- - 
provements in ?lm reels used for winding up 
?lm bands. 
The main object of the invention is to provide 

a ?lm reel of a suitable design easy and cheap 
to manufacture. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a locking device for temporarily locking one end 
of the ?lm band to the reel and securing said‘ 
band end to the reel in a fully reliable manner. 

’ the one tongue into the other. 

10 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a ?lm reel with a locking device for the ?lm band 
end said device being made integral with the 
?lm reel. _ ' Y 

A further object of our invention is‘ to'com 15, 
bine the locking device with the circular path 
or' hub of the ?lm reel on which the ?lm band 
is to be wound and using this path or hub as 
a part of the locking device. 
Other objects will appear hereinafter. 
vThe invention consists in the novel construc- ». \ 

tion of the ?lm reel, two circular wheel disks of 
the reel being held together by, bridges consti 
tuting the winding path or hub for the ?lm band 
and spaced in reference to each other to form- 25 
openings between them, the cross directed edges 
of'the bridges being parts of the locking devices 
for the ?lm band end. 
The invention will be best understood by ref 

ference to the accompanying drawing, showing 
the preferred form of construction and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side view of the ?lm reel; 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary plan view on a some 

what larger scale; ' 
Fig. 3 is a cross section along the line III-III 

in Fig. 2; and 1 
Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section along the line 

IV—IV in Fig. 2. I 

The ?lm reel is built up of two thin circular 
wheel disks l, 2 parallel to each other andwith 
a space between them corresponding to the Width 
of the ?lm band 3. The disks are held together 
by a cylindrical winding path or hub 4 for the 
?lm band, so that this band can be Wound up 
between the walls of the disks. 
In the embodiment shown the winding path 

4 is constituted by tongues 5, 6 which are pressed 
out of the disks and bent inwardly to overlap 

' each other as well as locked together constitut 
ing bridges between the disks. In overlapping 
each other the tongues are slightly declined to 
the walls of the disks and thus the advantage 
is obtained that the disks can be stamped out 
of a metal sheet identical to each other and by 
means of the same pressing tool. In each’ pair of 
the tongues 5, 6 the locking of the tongues to each 
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other is obtained in an extremely simple way by 
punching radially a small central portion 1 of 

As the tongues 
are pressed out of the disks there will be no waste 
of material and wheel spokes’ 8 thereby are 
formed in the disks which will enhance the ap 
pearance of the reel. At the same time open 
ings 9 are left or provided in the winding path 
between. the tongue pairs which is of importance 
for the locking of the ?lm band end to the reel 
as will be seen hereinafter. ' 
The ?lm reel is provided with locking devices 

for the one end of the ?lm band. In the pre 
ferred embodiment said locking devices are con 
stituted by the cross directed edges ofv the bridges 
in combination with internal arcuate rib-like 
parts l3 arranged to‘reduce the space between the 
disks. This reduced space l2 between the walls 
of the disks I, 2 is less ‘than the width of the ?lm 
band 3 and constituted by arcuate rib-like parts 
[3 in the wheel spokes 8 lying near and beneath 
the openings 9 and ending in the radial edges 
of the spokes. Such‘grooves can be__made in 
one, more or all of the spokes, the last case be 
ing of advantage as the ?lm band end then can 
be locked in any of the openings 9. As seen in 
Fig. 2 edge recesses ID for the ?lm band are 
formed between the cross edges l l of the bridges 
5, 6 and the ends of the rib-like parts l3. 
As the ?lm band end 30!, is pressed down by 

a ?nger into one of the openings 9 and bent over 
the edge thereof the longitudinal edges of the 
band will scrape against the ribs which will 
cause the band end to form a ground bow in the 
cross direction until the band end passes the 
ends of the ribs where the band end will re 
sume its original plane surface. 
As seen in Figs. 2 and 4 the ends of the rib 

like parts Is at the radial edges of the spokes 8 
will bear against the surface of the ?lm band 
end and the cross edge of the corresponding 
bridge will bear against the opposite side of the 
same. Thus the ends of the rib-like parts will 
prevent the ?lm band end to bend upwardly at 
the comparatively light pull that the ?lm band 
will be subjected to- during the winding of the 
?lm band on the winding path or hub 4. When 
the ?lm band is to be removed a stronger pull 
causes the band end to be squeezed out through 
the narrowing l2 into the wider portion of the 
opening 9 free from the reel. The arrangement 
of the narrowings combined with the cross edges 
of the bridges means an extremely simple, re 
liable and practical construction for a temporary 
locking of the ?lm band end to the reel. 
While we have illustrated and described the 
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preferred form of construction, this is capable 
of variation and modi?cation, without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. All sorts of 
impressings can be used to produce the narrow 
ings between the two disks of the reel as well 
as attached parts. _We therefore, do not’ Wish to 
be limited to‘; th'eéi-préci'sé details‘ ‘of? construction 
set fortli',"ibut ‘desire'to‘ avail "ourselves "of“such‘ 
variations and modi?cations as come within the 
scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described our invention what, we 

claim as new and desire to 
Patent is: v , -~ 

1. A ?lm reel comprising two circular wheel 
disks, bridges between theedisks holding them 
together and constituting a cylindricalminding 
path for a ?lm band and leaving openings be 
tween the bridges, tongues pressed otit‘bi“ the‘ 
disks, opposite tongues-i'overlapping each other 
ahdbeing?cdhnected to ea‘chl‘otl-i ‘in pairs eon‘; 
stituting thev bridges, locking‘ means~fof1thé bandl'end insertedjinto one of theopehing's; said 
locking'jmeans formedby ‘recesses ‘between. the 
disks-‘adjacent to?th'e" crof edges oflthe-ibridges 
to‘bear against thejsur'facé' o'f-t-he ?linlbaridiefid 
bent’inwa'rdlv'bvér the cross edge of the/Scor 
re'sponding bridgeq‘ ‘ - - ~ ‘ =?lr‘n_ reel-"comprising two circular wheel 

disks, "bridges betweenitliefdi-‘s'ks’ holding, them 
together and“ constituting’ a cylindrical; winding 
path: for a ?lnfbahd ‘and, leaving“ openings-be 
tween ‘the bridgestjtongiles pressed out of the 
disks; *opposite' tongues _oyer1appmg_-_' each other 

.. ‘being ebneecfegtg éa?i’?the'r'fi-n pair's @611 
,‘tins: thebliidgéje; meme-mess ‘err-he min 
a. ,_ _ ‘ t $111119’ . e g?heeliehing'sfseid 

locking ‘rneans‘formed - by; recesses between the 
disks" adjacentto the‘ cross edges of-thebridges 
tofbear' against the surface-"of v3-thef -?_lin'—band-;ehd 
bent‘inwardlyove'r thei‘cross} edgej'of- the-bor 
espond'ing bridge,‘- vsaid”locking *me'a'ris" consist 

S 

ingeof - nnpres'sions" i‘n-"tlrfe 

protect, by were. 

4 
3. A ?lm reel comprising two circular wheel 

disks, bridges between the disks holding them to 
gether and constituting a cylindrical winding 
path for a ?lm band and leaving openings be 
tween the bridges, tongues pressed out of the 
disks, opposite tongues overlapping each other 
andT-beiiig {connected tor’e‘ach otherin pairs con— 
stit-u'tin'g the bridges, ldcki‘ng means for‘the ?lm 

, band end inserted into one of the openings, said 
io lijcking means formed by recesses between the 

disks adjacent to the cross edges of the bridges 
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to bearagainst the surface of the ?lm band end 
lifehteiifwardlirl‘ovei‘ the cross edge of the corre 
s'iab‘nding bridge, said locking means consisting 
ofgimpressions; in the disks formed as arcuate 

4.v d?lm reel comprising two circular wheel 
disks',-=bridges betweentthe disks holding them 
together and constituting a cylindrical winding 
path‘for a ‘?hm‘band and leavingppeningsbe 
tween’ the bridgés',"l'ocking means for the ?lm 
band end inserted into one of the openings, said 
locking -imeans formed by ‘recesses between the 
disk-'5 adjacent. to vtheicros's edges of the-bridges 
to bear against the surface of the, ?lm band end 
bent inwardly= over the ‘cross edge' of 'the corre 
spondingrbridge; ‘‘ 
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